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A B S T R A C T   

Silicon nano/microstructures are widely utilized in the semiconductor industry, and plasma 
etching is the most prominent method for fabricating silicon nano/microstructures. Among the 
variety of silicon nano/microstructures, black silicon with light-trapping properties has garnered 
broad interest from both the scientific and industrial communities. However, the fabrication 
mechanism of black silicon remains unclear, and the light absorption of black silicon only focuses 
on the near-infrared region thus far. Herein, we demonstrate that black silicon can be fabricated 
from individual flower-like silicon microstructures. Using fluorocarbon gases as etchants, silicon 
flower microstructures have been formed via maskless plasma etching. Black silicon forming from 
silicon flower microstructures exhibits strong absorption with wavelength from 0.25 μm to 20 μm. 
The result provides novel insight into the understanding of the plasma etching mechanism in 
addition to offering further significant practical applications for device manufacturing.   

1. Introduction 

Silicon nano/microstructures have applications in several fields, such as integrated circuits [1], discrete electronic devices [2], 
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) [3], silicon microcavities [4], photonic devices [5], and advanced packaging [6]. 
Compared with flexible carbon nano/microstructures prepared by the “bottom-up” method [7–9], bulk silicon exhibits higher rigidity, 
and the “top-down” method is better to be considered for fabricating silicon nano/microstructures. Thus, the dry method which utilizes 
plasma etching [10,11], and the wet method which utilizes photoelectrochemical etching [12,13] are prominently employed. 
Although the wet method exhibits a higher throughput, dry method exhibits a better profile performance and is widely applied in the 
semiconductor industry. Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) is typically used as an etchant in dry silicon etching [14,15], and maskless plasma 
etching technology can reduce the cost of silicon microstructure fabrication because photolithography is expensive and complicated 
[16–18]. 

Unlike to obtain smooth surface by etching in usual situation [19], the silicon wafer with light-trapping microstructure on its rough 
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surface, known as “black silicon” [20], has been widely adopted in bactericidal devices [21], solar cells [22–24], and field emission 
devices [25]. Plasma etching with a gas mixture of SF6 and oxygen (O2) is a major technology for obtaining black silicon even without a 
mask owing to the random formation of micromasks. Other etchants have been investigated by various researchers. However, in most 
cases, masks are still necessary. Chen et al. employed a reactive ion mixture of hydrogen bromide (HBr) and O2 to form silicon 
oxybromide nanodots as masks [26]. Jeong et al. prepared a Langmuir–Blodgett monolayer of silica nanoparticles on silicon substrates, 
followed by a gas mixture of O2 and CHF3 to obtain black silicon [27]. Li et al. fabricated silicon hollow-tip arrays via a metal catalytic 
wet etching process, where the PS microspheres were utilized as masks [28]. However, the mechanism of black silicon fabrication 
without masks remains unclear [29]. Furthermore, the optical property of black silicon reported in literature is limited to the 
near-infrared region [20,28–31]. 

Herein, we report a novel flower-like silicon microstructure obtained by maskless plasma etching utilizing fluorocarbon gases, such 
as octafluorocyclobutane (C4F8) and carbon tetrafluoride (CF4), as etchants. The black silicon formed from the silicon flower mi-
crostructures exhibits light-trapping property with strong absorption from 0.25 μm to 20 μm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 
first report of black silicon absorption close to far-infrared region. Thus, the fabrication of silicon flower structures by maskless plasma 
etching provides novel insight into the understanding of the plasma etching mechanism in addition to offering further significant 
practical applications for manufacturing devices, such as photodetectors, solar cells, and field emission devices. 

2. Experimental methods 

In this work, standard 12-inch p-type silicon wafers (resistivity of 1–20 Ω cm) with a single side polished and (100) face upward 
were commercially purchased. Following the cleaning of silicon wafers by piranha solution, the plasma etching was performed uti-
lizing a NAURA HSE P230 chamber with inductively coupled plasma (ICP) generated by an ICP source power at 13.56 MHz and driven 
by bias power at 13.56 MHz. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of etched silicon wafers were obtained via a Hitachi SU8000. 
Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) analysis was conducted with EDAX TEAM™ spectrometer equipped in the SEM with a takeoff angle of 
35〫and an elapsed live-time of 30.0 s, respectively. Optical microscope (OM) characterizations were obtained from an OLYMPUS 
BX51 M. Atomic force microscope (AFM) characterization was conducted on a Bruker Dimension EDGE using the tapping mode. The 
dispersed silicon flower sample in ethanol was prepared utilizing a KH-100DB ultrasonic cleaner (Kunshan Hechuang ultrasonic in-
struments Co., Ltd.). The transmission spectra of the samples were implemented on the PerkinElmer Lambda 900 spectrophotometer 
(with wavelength range of 0.25–3 μm) and a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer (with wavelength range of 2.5–20 μm). 

3. Results and discussion 

The plasma etching of silicon is realized owing to the formation of gaseous silicon tetrafluoride by fluorine free radicals, which can 
be pumped away from the wafer.  

Si + x F⋅ → SiFx (g)                                                                                                                                                                        

Fluorine free radicals are typically generated from SF6:  

SF6 + e− → SxFy
+ + SxFy⋅ + F⋅ + e-                                                                                                                                                  

In addition, fluorocarbon gases can be used to generate fluorine free radicals:  

CxFy + e− → CFz
+ + CFz⋅ + F⋅ + e-                                                                                                                                                  

The stoichiometric ratio of fluorine in SF6 is higher than that of CxFy (such as C4F8 and CF4), thus, the etch rate is higher with SF6 as 
the etchant. However, a higher etch rate may obscure useful information regarding the plasma etching. To reveal the underlying 
mechanism of black silicon formation, we utilized CF4 and Ar as the etchant gases in plasma etching (Table 1). 

As illustrated in Fig. 1a–c, certain flower-like silicon microstructures with diameter of ~20 μm appear on the wafer surface 
following etching for a relatively long time (180 min). Cross-sectional SEM image (Fig. 1d) and AFM characterization (Fig. 1e and f) 
illustrate that the height difference within the silicon flower microstructures is ~5 μm. The silicon flower microstructures demonstrate 

Table 1 
Comparison of the etching process parameters.  

Process parameters 1# 2# 

Chuck temperature (◦C) 20 20 
Chamber pressure (mTorr) 10 5 
Center source power (W) 750 1600 
Edge source power (W) 750 1800 
CF4 etch gas flow (sccm) 40 – 
Ar gas flow (sccm) 80 25 
C4F8 gas flow (sccm) – 15 
Bias power (W) 100 300 
Etch time (min) Depends on the coverage  
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that mechanism of formation of black silicon is not integral molding but more like the formation of nucleation sites in crystal growth. 
When the etching time increases, several needle-like microstructures appear (Fig. 2a). To verify the composition of the flower-like 

and needle-like microstructures, EDX characterizations were carried out (Fig. 2b–e). The signal of fluorine can be attributed to the 
fluorine-based etchant, and the appearance of Al element is because the fixture for EDX characterization is made of Al. Thus, the 
flower-like and needle-like microstructures consist of solely silicon elements. 

When the etching time further increases, the silicon flowers are connected to form black silicon (Fig. 3a and b). In addition, the 
silicon needles become smaller and sharper (Fig. 3c and d). It is worth mentioning that the length of the silicon needles (etch depth) can 
approach over 50 μm, which provides a nice microstructure for light trapping. EDX characterization demonstrates that the black silicon 
exhibits no contamination (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 5 illustrates the etching-time-dependent coverage of the wafer by silicon flowers. Further, we used a C4F8 as the etchant gas and 
observed that the etch rate (indicated by the growth of the wafer coverage) was slower than that of CF4 (Fig. 5a). Both higher source 

Fig. 1. Characterization of the silicon flower microstructures: (a–c) SEM images of silicon flower microstructures with different magnifications 
(coverage of ~77.59 %); (d) cross-sectional SEM image of the silicon flower microstructure; (e, f) AFM characterization and height vs. distance curve 
of the silicon flower microstructure. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of 
this article.) 
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Fig. 2. EDX Characterization of the microstructures on the silicon wafer: (a) SEM image showing the measurement sites; element analysis of the (b) 
silicon flower microstructures, (c) silicon wafer, and (d, e) silicon needles by EDX. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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power and bias power were employed (Table 1). This is because more fluorocarbon free radicals are formed from C4F8 than from CF4, 
and fluorocarbon free radicals can be further converted to fluorocarbon polymers, which resist plasma etching.  

n CFz⋅ → [CF2]n                                                                                                                                                                              

It is noted that this is a maskless method, and the coverage can be tuned by varying etching times. Photolithography is the most 
expensive process employed in the semiconductor industry. To demonstrate the compatibility of this method with masks, we utilized a 
metal shadow mask to fabricate black silicon with patterns (Fig. 5b). The etching result exhibited an interface between black and bare 
silicon (Fig. 5c). The OM images of the black silicon zone illustrate that the silicon flowers coverage is almost 100 %. 

Black silicon is an ideal microstructure for trapping lights, and the transmission spectra of the samples were measured on the entire 
black silicon wafer. Fig. 6a illustrates that the black silicon formed by silicon flower microstructures exhibits a broad absorption from 
UV–visible to far-infrared, whereas conventional literature only focus on the UV–visible and near-infrared region [20,28–31]. To 
demonstrate the light trapping mechanism, the wafer containing black silicon was ultrasonically soaked in ethanol, and the suspension 
with dispersed silicon microstructures exhibited no obvious absorption (Fig. 6b). This illustrates that the silicon microstructures (such 
as flowers and needles that forming deep holes) in solid state are the origin of the light-trapping function of black silicon. Comparison 
between black and bare silicon further demonstrates that microstructures matter in the mechanism of its light-trapping property. 
Fig. 6c and d illustrate that the transmittance of black silicon is close to 0 in the wavelength range of 0.25–10 μm. The transmittance 
starts to increase from 10 μm and approaches ~10 % at 20 μm. For comparison, the transmittance of bare silicon is larger than 50 % in 
the wavelength range of 2.5–20 μm, except for some special absorption bands. Though the decrease of transmittance in black silicon 
compared with bare silicon may be ascribed to two reasons: a) increase of reflectance or b) increase of absorption, from the optical 
microscope images (such as Fig. 5c), we can see the reflectance of black silicon is weaker than that of bare silicon, at least for the visible 
region. Besides, the literatures [20,24,30] have demonstrated the reflectance of bare silicon is stronger than that of black silicon with 
similar microstructures reported in this work. In addition, it is a common sense that the reflection will be stronger if the surface is 
smoother, whereas the black silicon has a rough surface. Thus, the decrease of transmittance in black silicon compared with bare 
silicon shown in this work can only be explained by the increase of absorption. The results indicate that black silicon formed from 
silicon flowers exhibits a higher absorption than that of bare silicon in UV–visible–infrared region, which makes it a potential 
candidate for fabrication of optoelectronic devices, such as photodetectors and solar cells. 

To further discuss the maskless plasma etching mechanism forming silicon flower and black silicon, it is reasonable to consider 
more about the reactive details of the plasma etching process. In reactive chamber, the etching gas (CF4 or C4F8) can be ignited by RF 

Fig. 3. Characterization of the black silicon formed by silicon flower microstructures: (a, b) SEM images of the black silicon with different mag-
nifications; cross-sectional SEM images of the black silicon at the wafer center (c) and the wafer edge (d). 
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coil forming anion (CFn
+ or CmFn

+) and free radicals (CF2⋅ and F⋅). It is noted that C4F8 has a stronger ability to generate CF2⋅ free radical 
than that of CF4, which can explain why it takes more time to have a full coverage of black silicon on the wafer when C4F8 is used as 
etching gas (Fig. 5a).  

CF4 + e− → CFn
+ + CF2⋅ + F⋅ + e-                                                                                                                                                    

C4F8 + e− → CmFn
+ + CF2⋅ + F⋅ + e-                                                                                                                                                

Then, CF2⋅ free radical has a strong tendency to form fluorocarbon polymer [CF2]n. Due to the high reactive rate, the fluorocarbon 
polymer layer is not uniform. This is also the reason why the silicon flowers formed are randomly distributed.  

nCF2⋅ → [CF2]n                                                                                                                                                                               

With the help of the acceleration by bias power, anion (CFn
+ or CmFn

+) has a physical bombardment effect on the wafer. At the wafer area 
with thinner fluorocarbon polymer layer, the physical bombardment on the fluorocarbon polymer will expose the silicon wafer un-
derneath. Otherwise, the silicon wafer will be still covered by a thin layer of fluorocarbon polymer, and that is why it is a maksless 
process. Then, the silicon wafer is etched by F⋅ free radical.  

Si + x F⋅ → SiFx (g)                                                                                                                                                                        

It is worth mentioning that this is an exothermic reaction, and high temperature hampers the occurring of the fluorocarbon polymer 
formation reaction. Thus, the area of the silicon wafer exposed to the plasma has excessive etching effect, which will form silicon 
flower structure, whereas the area covered by a thin layer of fluorocarbon polymer will be still flat area without rough surface. With the 
increase of the etching time, the silicon flowers will join together to take up all the wafer area to fully form the black silicon structure. 
Due to the higher aspect ratio of the needle structure formed on the black silicon surface, the light absorption performance of the black 
silicon reported in this work is improved compared with the results in the literatures. The mechanism mentioned above can be 
summarized in Fig. 7. It is noted that the process is a continuous one, though in Fig. 7 the process is separated by several steps to make it 
more readable. 

Fig. 4. EDX Characterization of the black silicon formed by silicon flower microstructures: (a) SEM image showing the measurement site; (b) 
element analysis by EDX. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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4. Conclusion 

In summary, we demonstrated that flower-like silicon microstructures can be formed by maskless plasma etching using fluoro-
carbon gases as etchants. The black silicon formed by the silicon flower microstructures exhibits strong absorption in a wide range from 
0.25 μm to 20 μm. In particular, its ability to trap light close to the far-infrared region makes it possible to fabricate mid-infrared and 
even far-infrared photodetectors. The silicon microstructure dominated by gas types provides a novel perspective for the plasma 
etching mechanism, and the investigation of UV–visible–infrared absorption of black silicon consisting of silicon flowers is significant 
for optical device fabrication/manufacturing in both the scientific and industrial communities. 

Fig. 5. Further characterizations of the silicon flower microstructures: (a) etchant and etching time-dependent silicon flower coverage; (b) OM 
image of the metal shadow mask; (c) OM image showing the interface of the black silicon and bare silicon; (d–f) OM images of the black silicon 
formed by silicon flower microstructures. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web 
version of this article.) 
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Fig. 6. Transmittance characterizations: (a) Transmittance characterizations of the black silicon formed by silicon flower microstructures with 
wavelength range of 0.25–25 μm; (b) comparison of the transmittance of the black silicon ultrasonically dispersed in ethanol and black silicon wafer; 
comparison of the transmittance of the black silicon wafer and bare silicon wafer at wavelength ranges of (c) 250–3000 nm and (d) 2500–20000 nm. 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of the silicon flower and black silicon formation mechanism by maskless plasma etching. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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